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alumni to use the nesh software with 90 functions if they wish to upgrade to nesh after nesh softwarebundle licensing period if they buy nesh softwarebundle full license. it
also provides a 50% discount for nesh alumni after nesh softwarebundle license expires. a major difference is that the nesh software bundle includes additional books &

references (other than listed above) and ability to go to the student library in your home institution, which are not included in the radar opus software. see below a sample of
what is new in nesh software bundle and compare to radar opus. hello. this is the first time i've posted on the tomm radio show website. my name is benjamin katz. i am an

alumnus of the emmu-nyu medical school class of 1989 (monroe, new york). i am currently a self-employed paramedic and musician in central new york. i have recently been
inspired by the accomplishments and friends of the medical school classmates of mine with the mission of sharing their story. i have created this website to honor our

classmates and i am hoping to share the story of this small program with others. i am also a big fan of the program tomm.
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